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Abstract 
 
Diversity is one thing that reflects the beauty of Indonesian Archipelago. Although Indonesia is very 
rich in traditions and cultures, yet not every one of them had the chance to be explored. And one 
aspect that reflects culture and ethnics in Indonesia is Indonesian folklore. The stories has been told 
from time to time, from generation to generation, but nowadays most of them were already 
forgotten by the younger generation, most likely by the millennials. To reach the purpose of 
introducing the folklore to the millennials, some methods could be used, such as infusing the folklore 
into fashion products. By using contemporary illustration to translate the folklore into more 
fashionable adaptation, it would be easier to be digested by the millennials then piqued their interest 
on Indonesian folklore. The purpose of this paper is to explore the effects of contemporary 
illustrations that are embedded into fashion products by using observation and inductive approach in 
qualitative research methods. And eventually it would reach its goal to introducing the folklore to the 
millennial generation. 
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1. Introduction 

The Indonesia is one the richest country with so many diversities. It reflects the beauty lies beyond 
each ethnics and traditions that Indonesia is possessed. One of Indonesia’s finest Gem is its Folklore. 
These Indonesian Folklore actually still resides between Indonesian culture itself, but because it 
hasn’t been brought up to the surface and explored thoroughly, these Indonesian folklore looks like it 
has been disappeared. In this Millennium era, it’s like a borderless world with thousands of 
information are flowing out everyday, while with the invasion of foreign culture that try to dominate 
and penetrate, The Indonesian Folklore becomes rarely exist particulary in Millennial generation. 
Some of the Millennials may used to heard about Indonesia Folklore when they were young, but The 
Folklore itself are rarely explored, thus The Millennials simply forget about it and some of them are 
never even heard about it. The Millennials often more used to know characters from International 
fairytales, than characters from their own folklore. It is because there are so many adaptation of 
International Fairy Tales has been socialized through various media like Film, Fashion, and books. 
While on the other hand, not so many practices and adaptations used as exploration methods to 
socialize Indonesian Folklore. According to this Circumstances, Indonesian folklore must be 
introduced and then familiarized for the Millennials in order for the Indonesian Folklore could be 
preserved and even transmitted to the next generations. To achive that it needs to know the 
Indentity and unique traits of Millennials. One of the strongest trait of The Millennials, they are so 
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